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I was planning to write about self-care for this edition of the SCOPE, but I’m writing on a summer week 
when there have been 3 mass shootings, so focusing on self-care seems selfish and not appropriate.  We need 
to take care of ourselves, but we MUST take care of others. 
 
While our school administrators may not see us as mental health providers, we have to get the word out that 
we are here, trained, and ready to participate in social-emotional learning, MTSS programs for students with 
behavior challenges, and to develop FBAs and BIPs. Prevention is the key, whatever we can do to identify at-
risk students and intervene early is critical.  
 
Do whatever works for you but find one thing that you can do to make a difference in someone’s mental 
health. You might partner with a school counselor, SLP, special education teacher, or intern to do a lesson on 

social skills. It could be one-time or a weekly lesson. You might facilitate a “lunch bunch” small group to 
work on a certain topic (children of divorce, recent moves, bullying), or more general social skills. There are 
so many resources online for group activities for students of every age. 
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President’s Message 
 

Interested in learning about Mentoring and being Mentored? Join us on 10/18/2019 at 5:45 - 6:45 at the 

Historic  Davenport in Spokane. Room location will shared on the WHOVA app and at the Conference 

Laurie Engelbeck, Ph.D., NCSP 

WSASP President 

Issaquah School District 
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Continued: President’s Message  

If your skills are strong in talking with adults, you might give a parent workshop on some typical challenges and nor-
mal behavior for children at a certain age. One day this summer, I was stopped in the grocery store by an acquaintance 
who said, “You’re a school counselor in a middle school, aren’t you?” No, but I work closely with our middle school 
counselors. She was concerned about her daughter who is starting middle school and is crying and saying she hates her 
life, when, up till now, she has seemed happy and had a group of friends. We talked about the changes in social circles 
as girls enter middle school, signs she might watch out for, and how to contact the school counselor once school starts 
if she continues to be worried. The mom kept saying, “My son was never like this!”  This conversation made me think 
I should do a talk for the PTSA about common social challenges in middle school! 
 
Support your building staff and your school psychologist colleagues as well. They get stressed 
out and sometimes just need to vent. After they vent, then you can work with them on some 
problem-solving. What’s the problem here?  What do you want to change?  Support new teach-
ers and help them understand student behavior from a functional perspective.  Ask for time to 
talk at a staff meeting. Mentor a new school psychologist. 
 
You can model self-care to your colleagues as well. Model how to organize a caseload of eval-
uations so that you are not doing everything at the last minute. Set deadlines for yourself and 
team members before the date that the evaluation has to go out, so that if something comes up 
at the last minute, you are ready. Talk about what stress-management strategies work for you 
and how you balance work and life. 
 
If you don’t feel you have a good work/life balance, fall is a great time to start working on it. 
You know you have to take care of yourself before you can take care of others. If you are a 
new school psychologist, or in a new position, don’t try to do it all alone. Find a mentor or col-
league to talk with and learn from. In another part of this SCOPE, there is a list of stress man-
agement strategies that your fellow school psychologists have suggested. 
 
In times of stress, connecting with colleagues is especially important. Even experienced school 
psychologists need to consult or blow off steam. No one understands our jobs like other school 
psychologists. If you have been stressed, or experienced a crisis, it is important to take time to 
discuss your feelings and reactions to the crisis and receive support. Without such intervention, 
you will not be as well-equipped to meet the needs of students.  
 
The best time to develop your own professional support network is when you are feeling strong 
and energized. Reach out to other school psychologists in your district or in your area. WSASP 
can help if your district is small and you have no colleagues nearby. Your WSASP Area Repre-
sentative should have a list of all the school psychologists in the area.  Volunteer to help your 
Area Rep set up a social gathering or professional development event where you can meet col-
leagues.    
 
Come to the Fall Conference October 17-19 at the Davenport Hotel in Spokane. It’s a great 
opportunity to connect with other school psychologists from across the state as well as to de-
velop your professional skills.  At lunch on Friday at the conference, we will have signs on the 
tables for each WSASP area, so if you like, you can meet others who work in your area. 
 
As we start a new school year, we need to remember to take care of ourselves as well as sup-
port others. I wish you all a great school year! 
 
WE ARE BETTER TOGETHER! 
 
Laurie Engelbeck, Ph.D., NCSP 
WSASP President 
Issaquah School District 

Stress Management 
Strategies from your 
fellow School Psy-
chologists:  
 
Exercise regularly: 
yoga, run, hike, jog, 
walk, marathons, play 
tennis 
Read 
Video games 
Computer Solitaire 
Don’t work on  
weekends 
Write novels 
Get enough sleep 
Keep organized 
Cook 
Gardening 
Weekly therapy 
Crochet 
Cross-stitch 
Get together with 
friends on a regular 
basis 
Manicures—especially 
after a stress meeting 
Play with pets 
Mindless TV 
Travel 
Practice gratitude 
Mindfulness practice 
Meditate 
Pray 
Spend quality time 
with family 
Listen to music 
Talk to team members 
when stressed 
Work part-time 
Keep the overall stress 
level low so you can 
handle the challenges 
that come up 
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Registration is now open for the WSASP Fall Conference, which will be Thursday-Sat., Oct 17-19 at the Dav-
enport Hotel in Spokane. This conference is incredibly diversified in topics (with some 26 talks), addresses 
many relevant issues; and is aligned with OSPI's focus on MTSS.  Our ‘conference within a conference’ on 
Saturday (Brunch included) is entirely focused on MTSS and how the psychologist will be essential to its im-
plementation for all areas of concern, not just SLD. 
 
The  conference will continue to provide the workshops needed for state and national re-certification.  We 
have several national speakers addressing issues around the comprehensive evaluation, including dyslexia, 
different forms of PSW, and how to tie it all together (MTSS and PSW).  Just go to https://www.wsasp.org/
event-3374281 to register. Call the Davenport Hotel directly at 509.455.8888 to reserve a room. (See page 
4 for additional ideas on obtaining a room for the conference) 
 
https://whova.com/whova-event-app/ : We are excited to use Whova as our event platform! Whova allows 
registrants to view the conference schedule on their phones! You can view the schedule, session abstracts, 
speaker information, and more! So when you have registered, please download the app . 

https://www.wsasp.org/event-3374281
https://www.wsasp.org/event-3374281
https://whova.com/whova-event-app/
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Steve Hirsch, Ph.D., NCSP, Professional Development Chair 
Shoreline School District  

When WSASP reserves a venue for our Fall conference (typically three years before the confer-
ence) we have to estimate the number of rooms that will be needed for the conference.  This turns 
out to be more difficult than predicting the stock market.  If we predict high, we are charged for  
every room not sold.  If we predict too low, folks find themselves paying more for rooms as the con-
ference room bloc is filled.  Due to overestimation the past several years, we were more conserva-
tive this year.  The good news is that our room bloc is completely filled, which means, that while 
there is still room availability, the rooms will cost more than the conference rate.  If you go online 
however to sites such as hotels.com or trip advisor.com or Kayak etc. you should be able to find 
room rates not far off from our conference rate-maybe even cheaper.  At this point it will do little 
good to tell the hotel that you are with the conference-our bloc is full. 

Lesson to be learned- please reserve rooms for the fall conference prior to Sept 17 (or one month 
prior to conference)  even if you are not 100% confident that you will be attending.  Rooms are re-
leased on such a date, but often, if a reservation is made prior to the release date, the conference 
rate is honored, even if bloc filled.  After the release date, its open season on the remaining rooms 
in the hotel. 

Area Represented Name Email 

1 A Aliina Crandell & Liz Jones Area1A@wsasp.org 

1B Michael Pletan & Cassandra Mulivrana Area1B@wsasp.org 

1C Jessica Kesseler & Mikael Olson Area1C@wsasp.org 

1D Elizabeth Gibson-Myers & Jessica Chandler Area1D@wsasp.org 

2 Danielle Howell-Hansen Area2@wsasp.org 

3 Nathan Cattarin  Area3@wsasp.org 

4 Jill Davidson & Donna  Guise  Area4@wsasp.org 

5 Sherri Bentley & Cecilia Hernandez Area5@wsasp.org 

6 Danna Williams & Carrie Bishop Area6@wsasp.org 

7 Laree Foster Area7@wsasp.org 

8 Katherine Blair & Rachelle Mattingly-Gore Area 8@wsasp.org 

9 Michael Kirlin & Karen Harper Area9@wsasp.org 

10 Valerie Herron & Lore’K Garofola Area10@wsasp.org 

How To Contact Your Area Representative 

http://hotels.com/
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Guidance for Postgraduate Mentorship and  
Professional Support  

School psychologists entering the workforce in any setting (e.g., schools, academia, clinics, or agencies) must quickly 
learn to navigate increased responsibilities and expectations, typically without the supports previously provided by 
field-based and university supervisors. Many new school psychologists may have limited opportunities to communi-
cate, consult, or interact with other school psychologists. Others may avoid asking for regular support to avoid being 
viewed as burdensome or less competent. Having an identified, established, and collegial mentorship or supervision 
relationship after completing formal graduate preparation may help alleviate such barriers to accessing support and 
improve the transition from student to professional (Silva, Newman, & Guiney, 2014). Ideally, early career school psy-
chologists have access to a professional support1 relationship that supplements and is distinct from an administrative 
supervisory relationship. Such mentoring relationships involve guidance, coaching, or counseling provided by a more 
experienced person to a less experienced person (Leonard & Hilgert, 2004). School psychologists, regardless of em-
ployment setting, can benefit from professional support and mentorship. Such relationships can help with time man-
agement, establishing professional boundaries, identifying a career trajectory, managing relationships, fostering pro-
fessional skills and competencies, and creating a foundation to become supervisors or mentors in the future (Harvey & 
Struzziero, 2008). Mentorship relationships benefit the mentors as well through career enhancement, professional 
growth, and a sense of giving back to the field (Canter, Kessler, Odar, Aylward, & Roberts, 2012). Such efforts may also 
qualify for continuing professional development credits toward renewal of a credential such as the Nationally Certified 
School Psychologist (NCSP) credential. It is important to note that postgraduate professional support differs substan-
tially from practicum and internship supervision (see Table 1).  

School psychologists at all levels should seek professional supervision which ensures that practices are “observed, 
monitored, and evaluated to ensure implementation of appropriate and up-to-date services.” (NASP, 2011). Notably, 
professional support and mentoring relationships do not include a monitoring or evaluative component, and the men-
tor does not assume any responsibility or liability for the work of the mentee. 2 The following guidance is intended to 
help structure effective professional support and mentorship relationships. None of the guidance provided should be 
construed as requirements or enforceable regulations. Additionally, all school psychologists, regardless of setting, 
stage in career, or NCSP status, are encouraged to participate in professional support activities and use this guidance 
accordingly.  

1 This guidance document uses the term mentorship interchangeably with postgraduate professional support.  
2 For more on professional supervision, see the NASP position statement on Supervision in School Psychology (NASP, 2011).  
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Continued: Guidance for Postgraduate & Mentorship and Professional Support   

1. Effective school psychology mentors possess the appropriate qualifications and characteristics for effective men-
torship.  

 1.1 Mentors have at least 3 years of professional experience in school psychology, ideally within a similar  
 employment setting or role as the mentee.  
 1.2 Mentors should maintain the credentials and/or qualifications necessary to practice or work in the setting 
 in which they are employed.  
 1.3 Mentors demonstrate a commitment to providing professional support.  
 1.4 Mentors display and encourage exemplary professional work characteristics, consistent with NASP  
 standards, by engaging in and promoting ethical, culturally responsive, and evidence-based practice.  
 1.5 Mentors engage in self-reflection and self-care, and they practice only within the boundaries of their 
 competence.  
 1.6 Ideally, mentors work or practice within the same district, employment setting, or state as the mentee, 
 although this is not necessary for effective mentorship.  
 1.7 Ideally, a mentor is not a direct supervisor and does not have formal administrative or evaluative authori
 ty over the mentee.  

2. Effective and high-quality school psychology mentorship relationships are organized around a mentorship  
agreement  

 2.1 Together, mentors and mentees develop a written agreement prior to the onset of mentorship that  
               clarifies expectations, outlines responsibilities, and identifies methods of support and feedback.  
 2.2 Components of effective mentorship agreements may include:  

  • Planned timelines and methods of communication, including use of technology, if applicable;  
  • Strategies for managing canceled meetings;  
  • Goals and progress monitoring strategies;  
  • Boundaries and limitations of the professional support relationship; and  
  • Identification of a primary mentor in cases where multiple mentors will provide professional  
      support.  

3. Effective and high-quality school psychology mentorship relationships include clearly delineated roles, responsi-
bilities, and expectations of both the mentor and mentee.  
 
Mentee roles and responsibilities : 
 3.1 Mentees recognize the supportive, as opposed to authoritative and evaluative, nature of the  
 arrangement.  
 3.2 Mentees maintain responsibility for their own actions; they seek professional support and feedback from 
 the mentor, yet remain autonomous in their professional functions and decision making.  
 3.3 Mentees engage in self-reflection, actively seeking understanding of their professional needs and seeking 
 out appropriate resources to meet those needs.  
 3.4 Mentees act as critical consumers during the course of the mentorship experience; they ask questions  and 
 seek clarification, pursue professional development, and ultimately work to promote a mutually  
 beneficial relationship.           

Mentor roles and responsibilities:  
 3.5 Mentors agree to provide professional support to the mentee and recognize the supportive, as opposed to  
 authoritative and evaluative, nature of the relationship.   
 3.6 Mentors encourage adherence to ethical principles in complex situations, promote ethical development of the 
 mentee, and ensure the relationship remains non-exploitative. ( 
 
Continued on next page) 
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Continued: Guidance for Postgraduate & Mentorship and Professional Support   

Mentor roles and responsibilities: 

 3.7 Mentors promote a strong relationship with the mentee by demonstrating a commitment to professional 

 growth  and emotional support of mentee, engaging in collaborative problem-solving, and working to  

 establish mutual trust.  

 3.8 Mentors promote a safe environment for discussion by using nonjudgmental and supportive feedback.  

 3.9 Mentors solicit feedback from mentees on their performance as mentors.   

4. Effective and high-quality school psychology mentorship relationships are guided by clearly articulated goals.  

 4.1 Mentors and mentees work collaboratively to set both short- and long-term goals for the development  

 of the mentee’s knowledge and skills.  

 4.2 Mentors and mentees document goals in writing at the start of the mentorship experience.  

 4.3 Mentors and mentees periodically review progress toward goals throughout the mentorship experience, 

 and they revise goals as needed to reflect mentee development.  

5. Effective and high-quality school psychology mentorship relationships include documentation of the content of     

meetings and progress toward goals.  

 5.1 Mentors regularly provide constructive feedback to the mentee.  

 5.2 Mentors and mentees maintain appropriate notes regarding the content of mentoring sessions and the 

 mentoring process to facilitate the assessment of mentee growth over time.  

 5.3 Summative feedback (i.e., mid- and end-of-year feedback) is provided to the mentee to allow for self  

 reflection and ongoing assessment of progress and professional development.  

 5.4 Summative feedback should be separate and exclusive from any performance evaluation of the mentee 

 from direct supervisors or administrators.  

6. Effective and high-quality school psychology mentorship relationships are maintained through regularly, yet 

flexibly, scheduled contact.  

 6.1 At the outset of the relationship, mentors and mentees jointly determine a mutually acceptable schedule 

 for mentoring meetings and address the extent to which contact between scheduled meetings is expected.  

 6.2 Technology (e.g., phone, e-mail, videoconference) is used ethically and appropriately to facilitate regular 

 contact between mentors and mentees (see Sections 9 and 10).  

7. Effective and high-quality school psychology mentorship relationships can occur individually or in a group 

setting.   

 7.1 At the outset of the relationship, mentors and mentees agree on whether an individual or group format, 

 or a combination of the two, will provide the best setting for professional support.  

 7.2 When mentoring multiple mentees in a group setting, mentors take steps to ensure they have the  

 available time and resources to provide sufficient professional support and constructive feedback to all 

 mentees.  

 7.3 When participating in professional support within a group setting, mentors and mentees attend to all  

 ethical obligations, including respect for clients’ and mentees’ rights to privacy and confidentiality (see  

 Section VIII).  

           (Continued on next page) 
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Continued: Guidance for Postgraduate & Mentorship and Professional Support   

8. Effective and high-quality school psychology mentorship relationships respect both ethical principles and legal 

regulations.  

 8.1 Mentors and mentees are familiar with legal and ethical obligations regarding confidentiality, and  

 mentors take steps to support mentees’ ongoing development and understanding of challenges with respect 

 to the protection of confidentiality rights.  

 8.2 Mentors and mentees are familiar with relevant privacy laws applicable in the jurisdiction in which the 

 mentee is practicing, and to the best of their ability, mentors support mentees in developing their  

 understanding and application of such laws.  

 8.3 When using technology to facilitate professional support, both mentors and mentees engage in best  

 practices to ensure the protection of the confidentiality and privacy rights of all parties involved  

 (see Section X).  

 8.4 Mentees maintain client confidentiality unless the mentee or mentor can establish a legitimate need to 

 know within the context of the mentorship relationship.  

 8.5 Mentors provide professional support and feedback, yet remain free from any liability for the mentee’s 

 actions. Signing of case documentation or reports does not occur during mentorship, as mentees remain  

 autonomous in and responsible for their professional functions.  

9. Remote or virtual postgraduate mentorship considers both familiarity with and effectiveness of various technologies.  

 9.1 A mentorship agreement should address whether technology will be used for remote mentorship and how the  

 mentor can be reliably contacted by the mentee.  

 9.2 Any telecommunications software and/or hardware used should be up to date and current.  

 9.3 Audio-visual communications, such as in videoconferencing, is preferred over audio or written communication,  

 because it can more accurately convey nonverbal communication.  

 9.4 Written communication, such as e-mail and texting, should only be used as a supplement to audio-visual  

 communication.  

10. Remote or virtual postgraduate mentorship considers relevant legal and ethical principles when using  

technology.  

 10.1 All remote communication methods used to discuss individual students or families should comply with 

 state and national laws. Particular focus should be on the federal laws of FERPA and HIPAA.  

 10.2 Any confidential or personally identifiable information, including notes and summative evaluations of 

 the mentorship, is properly encrypted when stored, sent, or received.  

 10.3 Mentors and mentees meet from locations where any communication cannot be seen or overheard by 

 people outside of the mentorship arrangement.  

 

The references for this paper  can be found at on the NASP website  at: ffile:///C:/Users/lauri/Downloads/

Guidance_Postgraduate_Mentorship.pdf  

  

National Association of School Psychologists. (2016). Guidance for postgraduate mentorship and professional support. Bethesda, 

MD: Author.  

file:///C:/Users/lauri/Downloads/Guidance_Postgraduate_Mentorship.pdf
file:///C:/Users/lauri/Downloads/Guidance_Postgraduate_Mentorship.pdf
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OSPI Dyslexia Law: Engrossed Second Substitute Senate Bill 6162 

Laurie Anne Harrison, Ph.D. 

SCOPE Editor, Retention & Recruitment Chair 

Spokane Public School District 

The following is an excerpt of the new Dyslexia Law that can be implemented this year, but is mandated to be implemented by 

the 2021-2022 school  year.  Access to the full law is available at: 

http://lawfilesext.leg.wa.gov/biennium/2017-18/Pdf/Bills/Senate%20Passed%20Legislature/6162-S2.PL.pdf  

OSPI uses the definition of dyslexia adopted by the 65th WA State Legislature, 2018 Regular Session  

Dyslexia means a specific learning disorder that is neurological in origin and that is characterized by unexpected difficulties 

with accurate or fluent word recognition and by poor spelling and decoding abilities that are not consistent with the person's 

intelligence, motivation, and sensory capabilities. These difficulties typically result from a deficit in the phonological compo-

nents of language that is often unexpected in relation to other cognitive abilities. Secondary consequences may include prob-

lems in reading comprehension and reduced reading experience that can impede growth of vocabulary and background 

knowledge.  

NEW SECTION. Sec. 2. A new section is added to chapter 28A.320 RCW to read as follows: 

1) Beginning in the 2021-22 school year, and as provided in this 4 section, each school district must use multitiered systems 

of support 5 to provide interventions to students in kindergarten through second 6 grade who display indications of, or 

areas of weakness associated 7 with, dyslexia. In order to provide school districts with the 8 opportunity to intervene be-

fore a student's performance falls 9 significantly below grade level, school districts must screen 10 students in kindergar-

ten through second grade for indications of, or 11 areas associated with, dyslexia as provided in this section. 12  

2) (a) School districts must use screening tools and resources 13 that exemplify best practices, as described under section 3 

of this act.14 15 (b) School districts may use the screening tools and resources 16 identified by the superintendent of pub-

lic instruction in accordance with section 3 of this act.17 18  

3) (a) If a student shows indications of below grade level 19 literacy development or indications of, or areas of weakness 20 

associated with, dyslexia, the school district must provide 21 interventions using evidence-based multitiered systems of 

support, 22 consistent with the recommendations of the dyslexia advisory council 23 under section 4 of this act and as 

required under this subsection (3).24 25 (b) The interventions must be evidence-based multisensory 26 structured literacy 

interventions and must be provided by an educator 27 trained in instructional methods specifically targeting students' 

areas of weakness.28 29 (c) Whenever possible, a school district must begin by providing 30 student supports in the gen-

eral education classroom. If screening 31 tools and resources indicate that, after receiving the initial tier 32 of student sup-

port, a student requires interventions, the school 33 district may provide the interventions in either the general 34 educa-

tion classroom or a learning assistance program setting. If 35 after receiving interventions, further screening tools and re-

sources 36 indicate that a student continues to have indications of, or areas of 37 weakness associated with, dyslexia, the 

school district must 38 recommend to the student's parents and family that the student be 39 evaluated for dyslexia or a 

specific learning disability.  

4) For a student who shows indications of, or areas of weakness 2 associated with, dyslexia, each school district must notify 

the 3 student's parents and family of the identified indicators and areas 4 of weakness, as well as the plan for using multi-

tiered systems of 5 support to provide supports and interventions. The initial notice 6 must also include information re-

lating to dyslexia and resources for 7 parental support developed by the superintendent of public 8 instruction. The school 

district must regularly update the student's parents and family of the student's progress.  

5) School districts may use state funds provided under chapter 11 28A.165 RCW to meet the requirements of this section. 

http://lawfilesext.leg.wa.gov/biennium/2017-18/Pdf/Bills/Senate%20Passed%20Legislature/6162-S2.PL.pdf
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A Student’s Perspective on Being Dyslexic 

Kellen Anderson 

Glacier Peak High School - Snohomish School District 

Dyslexia has been really frustrating for me. When I was in first grade, I remember that everyone could read 
except for me. I didn’t like school. I was bored because I couldn’t do what the teacher wanted me to do. Build-
ing things with Legos was my favorite thing to do. I could build all the models without reading the directions. I 
would just look at the pictures.  

I started going to a tutor with my sister when I was in second grade. I didn’t like it because I was working hard, 
and I didn’t feel like it was helping. I’m sure it did but I didn’t see it. My friends were reading chapter books 
and I wasn’t. Spelling was terrible. I would study so much and still miss most of the words. It was especially 
maddening when I would spell the word correctly and get it wrong because letters were backwards. I didn’t 
talk in class because I was always worried that people would think I was dumb.  

When I got older, I was tested and put into small groups for reading. I liked working in small groups because 
everyone in the room had a hard time reading. I felt like we were the same. I wasn’t the worst reader in the 
group.  

When I think about teachers that I really liked, they were the ones that asked me about things outside of 
school. Most of my teachers didn’t really talk to me. It made me feel good when they would not change an 
assignment but made it shorter so I could do the same thing as everyone else and get it done. When teachers 
would have me go to the back of the room on a computer it made me mad. It made me feel like they thought I 
couldn’t do it and everyone in the class thought I couldn’t either. It would make me not want to try.  

I started going to Seattle once a week to meet with my Auntie and her friend to get better at reading. I would 
do it with her and with my mom. We graphed my progress each day and talked about it with Auntie Katie. I 
liked it because I could see my growth. I felt like it was worth my time. We did it a lot. Once a week my grand-
ma would drive me to meet Auntie Katie to work together and all the other days I would work with my mom 
and my grandma. Sometimes we would practice before school and sometimes after school. We would plan 
around my soccer schedule. We did it pretty much every day. Each week my mom would give me $20 if I 
worked hard and tried my best with no complaining. I think I only had one week without getting paid. I saved 
my money for a drone. Once I got to be a better reader I started reading about drones. I also like learning 
through watching YouTube videos. I still do that.  

In middle school I had one reading resource class and I had the regular Language Arts class. The teacher had a 
lot of assignments and I got them all done. I would write them at home and have my mom help me type and 
edit them. I was in the National Honor Society when I was in 8th grade. I felt like it was a big deal because just a 
few years before I could barely read. In my other classes I just needed more time to finish my tests.  

Now I am in high school and school is still hard, but I know if I work hard, I can do it. I have one resource class 
and all the rest I have with everyone else. I like that I still get help but I can be in classes that I am interested 
in. Now I know that I need to give myself extra time to finish work and to edit papers at home. I know that I 
need to ask for help from my teachers and they will usually help me. My mom and dad always tell me that I 
can do it. I never really felt like I wasn’t going to learn to read or be successful. Dyslexia has taught me that my 
brain works differently than most people. I know what I need to do to accomplish my goals.    
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A Parent’s Perspective on Having Children with Dyslexia 
Lisa Anderson, M.Ed. 

Special Education Teacher - Seattle Hill Elementary 
Snohomish School District 

Dyslexia means so many different things to our family. The definition of dyslexia states that it is a neurological condition 
caused by a different wiring of the brain. There is no cure for dyslexia and individuals with this condition must learn coping 
strategies. Research indicates that dyslexia has no relationship to intelligence. In my research I have learned that dyslexia is 
50% hereditary. 

When I first realized or first started processing that Kellen had characteristics of dyslexia, I didn’t want to believe it.  Let’s go 
back… Kellen went to a Montessori preschool. It took him forever to learn to write his name and learn his letters. When he 
finished preschool, he knew all his letters and their sounds. In kindergarten, he didn’t qualify for LAP at the beginning of the 
year. He had everything memorized. As the year progressed the expectation to start reading created a red flag for us and his 
teachers. We had him tested for vision therapy. He was a candidate. We went for a year and didn’t see any changes. It was 
expensive, so we stopped going.  

During this time, I also did research and tried many strategies. We even put an 8 on our floor and he would walk the 8 and 
when he would cross in the middle he would say and spell the sight word. He liked it but it didn’t give us the results we were 
looking for. This whole time we were reading BOB books and practicing sight words. It was so frustrating because he could 
read “said” on one page and the next be stuck on that word again. It was always amazing to me that on the next page it 
would be like a new word. He would spell words with letters that didn’t make any sense to me. We would study and practice 
over and over again. He was so smart in so many other ways. He rode his bike before anyone else. He could build crazy things 
with cardboard, create a towing system with his four-wheeler, build jumps for his bike, and take things apart and rebuild 
them.  

Looking back, it makes sense. All these things are three dimensional and visual. Being a teacher made this process even more 
difficult to understand. Teachers would always tell us we need to read more or practice more. This made me always feel like I 
was failing him. We would get up before he went to school to practice sight words and read. I started doing research on 
learning disabilities, specifically dyslexia. My friend told me about Wired for Reading. Kellen’s older sister Jayger also had 
struggles in reading. Mostly, her struggles were in fluency and in spelling. At the time I had been really focused on Jayger and 
when Kellen’s learning looked similar but worse, I felt like they both had dyslexia but no clinical diagnosis. Kellen has an older 
sister and a younger sister. His younger sister has a plain brain. Jayger and Kellen have interesting brains. I always told them 
that they learn differently. Sometimes when I was helping them, and they would explain their thinking. It always amazed me 
that their thought process got to the same answer but often on a different path.  

I was finding myself being so stressed about Kellen’s progress that I was always wanting him to do more. I felt like I was al-
ways nagging him. It was taking a toll on our relationship. My husband and I decided that someone else had to be Kellen and 
Jayger’s teacher. Having the mom role and the teacher role is a hard balance to keep.  We interviewed a lot of tutors. Since I 
am a teacher this was more difficult than I thought it would be. We found an amazing lady, but the kicker was she was in Ren-
ton and we live in Snohomish. We started “Wired For Reading ”program with her. Kellen, his sister and I went for one hour 
once a week. I learned each lesson with them. In this program we were given homework and I could use the same language 
as we practiced. For me, one important part was that they didn’t want to disappoint Wendy (their tutor), so they did their 
homework each week. This program was a family commitment. We all committed to the homework and the practice. We 
learned each letter and sound according to the placement and manner that it comes out of their mouth to start with and pro-
gressed through the program. This really made a difference because we realized that for Kellen he wasn’t saying or hearing 
the sounds correctly. His errors in spelling were making sense and we were able to help him to make progress in his reading 
and decoding of words. His writing improved but this was a much slower progression.  Jayger made huge gains. She has al-
ways been a very hard worker, she puts in extra work to be successful in her classes. Kellen made gains, but not as drastic. 
We did tutoring and practice for about 18 months. Jayger graduated from the program but Kellen still needed more. Next, we 
had him start going to a local tutor and continued to make progress.  
 
(Continued on next page) 
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In school he was brought to team meetings as a concern but because we were doing so much at home, he wasn’t referred to 
special education.  I really wanted him to learn to be a hard worker and push himself as much as he could so that he could 
keep closing the gap. He had the same teacher for two years. When you ask Kellen today, he will say that Mrs. Marshall was 
his favorite teacher of all time. She was his favorite because she really got to know him. She focused on the things he did well 
in, math, and made him feel comfortable to read with her and try his best in writing. I loved her because she met with me 
once or twice a week and we planned his spelling lists and she let me test him on reading and on spelling. I focused his learn-
ing, so it linked with what we were practicing with his tutor. His spelling words each week were created by me and his tutor 
so that it made sense to him.  Kellen always got by in class because he was so quiet and worked hard. Most of the time he 
flies under the radar. For Kellen, it was always easier to be quiet and read. People would have to ask him several times what 
he had said. Our family in general are very mellow and quiet so it wasn’t alarming for him to be quiet and shy.  

When Kellen entered the intermediate grades, it started to become more stressful to keep up with the pacing of his grade 
level. He also became more aware of the difference between his abilities and the abilities of his peers. It was affecting his self
-image. We made the decision to have him tested for special education. During his IEP meeting I couldn’t stop crying. I felt 
like they were all talking about what he wasn’t good at and not how amazing he was. My husband got choked up too.  We 
knew how far he had come from being a nonreader to where he was that day.  I think teachers, like doctors or anyone who 
deals with people and emotions, forget that this is our amazing son who is the center of our world. It wasn’t intentional on 
their part. It still makes me cry when I look back on this time.  

When Kellen was in 5th grade he qualified in Written Expression and Basic Reading. In Basic Reading he received a standard 
score of 72, 3rd percentile which is in the borderline range. In the report it all stemmed back to his inability to decode words. 
His inability to decode words made it very difficult to understand what he has read. He was in the below average range in 
reading. He was tested in math and had a standard score of 91, 27th percentile, which is in the average range. We had him 
tested in all areas to make sure there wasn’t something that was missing. He loves math and feels confident in this area. In 
written expression he obtained a standard score of 67, 1st percentile, which puts him in the extremely low range. He strug-
gled with most writing conventions, including punctuation, capitalization, and even spelling of sight words. When I see this, it 
is so difficult because by 5th grade we had spent years practicing on how to write sentences.  Just knowing how hard Kellen 
worked and then seeing his low test scores was hard.  

He was now on an IEP and received services for reading and writing. I felt like I could almost hand if off and the family took a 
year off from tutoring. I continued to diligently find books for Kellen to read hoping that he would fall in love with reading. He 
does love to learn. The history channel was his favorite and I would find articles that related to what he was learning about 
from listening and watching.  It was nice to give the responsibility to the school but unfortunately, Kellen didn’t make any 
progress and in some areas took steps backward. When we realized this, we went into a panic.  

I have sister who is an ABA therapist and worked for a year in China with a family using Precision Teaching methods. Over the 
years she has told me amazing things about the progress she has seen and made with her students with this teaching strategy 
and curriculum. I called her in desperation to please help us to come up with a plan. She has been with us over the years to 
witness the struggles we have been through in this process. Kellen loves her very much and she loves him dearly. They have 
always had a special relationship. Katie called a friend who specializes in learning disabilities and we started a new plan. She 
took Kellen to see her and she tested him to see the specific areas that he had deficits in. They really focused on Kellen know-
ing he could learn to read. She and Katie wrote a plan for Kellen. Katie trained me, and I trained our mom. I made a deal with 
Kellen. In the past it was difficult for me to be Kellen’s teacher/tutor. The deal I made with Kellen was that if I was his tutor it 
would be a lot cheaper so if he worked hard and met my expectations with no attitude then I would pay him $20 per week. If 
he did not meet my expectations in effort and attitude, then we would have to pay a tutor and he would get nothing. This 
really worked because he was highly motivated by the chance to earn money for a new drone that he wanted to buy. We also 
sat down with Kellen and talked about his plan for life. For example, getting his driver’s license, getting a job, going to college, 
and even having his own family. We told him if he gave 100% we will be there every step of the way. Each week we worked 
and graphed his progress. Seeing his own growth was highly motivating for Kellen. He had goals each week. I didn’t want him 
to miss out on other things that that he loved so we planned each week to fit in the time for these activities. Some days we 
would get up early and do the tutoring before school and some days it would be after school. Once a week his grandma 
would drive him to meet my sister to see how he was progressing.  
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Precision teaching is a method of planning a teaching program to meet the needs of an individual who is having trouble with 
acquiring or maintaining some skills. It has an built-in monitoring function and is basically a means of evaluating the effective-
ness of what is being taught. We monitored his growth on a daily and weekly basis.  Middle school was fast approaching, and 
we knew this would have more challenges for Kellen.  

We got lucky with his middle school case manager. She got to know Kellen right away. This is how I gauge teachers. If the first 
thing they say is that he is so quiet I know that they haven’t taken the time to get to know him. She thought he was funny and 
knew what his hobbies were. She pushed him and helped him. Kellen knew that she believed in him. Kellen turned a corner and 
was responsible. All the years of me making sure he had all his work and projects completed transferred to him.  He also took a 
general education language arts class and got a B. His teacher is known for giving a lot of assignments. His teacher always gave 
him time to take his writing home to edit and revise with me before he turned it in. The only resource class he had was language 
arts. He was in the National Honor Society. It was a very proud moment for all of us.  

It was time for his three-year evaluation and Kellen was tested again at the end of his 8th grade year. I asked to have his evalua-
tion at the end of the school year instead of right when he got back from summer. The summer slide it a big issue. Even Kellen 
talks about it which makes teachers laugh because only a child of a teacher even knows what that means. He was looking for-
ward to his re-evaluation because he knew how much he had grown in reading and writing.  Luckily, he was tested by the same 
person in 5th grade. Kellen is so shy, that having established this relationship was invaluable.  He received a standard score of 82 
on the reading cluster. This is below average. Looking more closely he scored 89 on reading comprehension which is in the aver-
age range. In math he scored 100 (average). The score that was most exciting to all of us was his written expression. He earned a 
standard score of 88. This falls in the average range. He went from a 67 to 88. After we had his evaluation meeting, I took a bell-
shaped curve and labeled where he was when he was first evaluated and his three-year evaluation. I labeled it and laminated it. 
Kellen has it in his bedroom. We celebrated together as a family. When we celebrate, we talk about not the scores, but that hard 
work pays off. When Kellen talks about all we have gone through he says that he never really thought he wasn’t going to get 
there. He knew that he just had to keep working hard. In his freshman year, he got all A’s and B’s. He has one Language Arts re-
source class.  

Jayger… I wanted to add the process we went through with Jayger because each journey is different. Jayger was always flagged in 
middle school because when she was assessed her reading level will below grade level, but teachers never really knew this be-
cause she always got good grades. We just always got all the reading assignments, so she could read and listen to them. I always 
helped her edit all of her papers. She hadn’t ever passed the state assessment (SBA). This worried us because it is a requirement 
for graduation. We decided to have her tested outside of the school. The testing confirmed that she had a learning disability in 
reading, specifically dyslexia. We met with the school and because she isn’t “struggling” in school qualifying for specifically de-
signed instruction wouldn’t be beneficial to her. We weren’t willing to let Jayger get bad grades so that she can get support. We 
decided to move forward with a 504 plan. We just wanted her to have accommodations written so that she can have extra time 
to complete tests, sometimes a separate setting, and have time to edit papers at home before turning them in. Her 504 is due at 
the beginning of each school year. This gives teachers the opportunity understand Jayger’s needs and give her the support she 
needs. Her teachers have been amazing. They see how hard she works and they have been willing to help her too. In 10th grade 
she passed all areas for the first time. Taking the extra time in a separate setting made all the difference for her. I also think that 
years of hard work and perseverance also has been a huge factor. Jayger wants to be a special education teacher when she grad-
uates from high school.  
 
When I reflect on what we have gone through it makes me think of all the times when I was in a panic thinking “How are we go-
ing to get through this?”. We tried so many different strategies and approaches. I don’t think one was the solution. All of them 
added up to build the foundation they needed to be successful. I feel like the most important part of being a parent of a child 
with dyslexia is not to give up. Kids with dyslexia typically have extraordinary skills in other areas. Focus on those when you aren’t 
building reading and writing skills. We have all learned and witnessed through this process that hard work will pay off. If things 
are difficult it doesn’t scare them away. Kellen knows how he learns. He is always doing research and learning. He does research 
by watching videos or listening to books. He knows that he will always have dyslexia, but he knows what he needs to be success-
ful. He has dreams to go to college. He jokes with me that he can’t go too far from home because he needs his tutor(me) to help 
him to edit his papers. He also used to be embarrassed about having dyslexia. Now he openly talks to his friends about how he 
learns and thinks differently. Among the many dyslexia success stories are Thomas Edison, Stephen Spielberg, F. Scott Fitzgerald 
and Charles Schwab. In my world, Jayger and Kellen are my heroes and their success story unfolds each day that they achieve 
their goals.  
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Update from the Mental Health Committee 

Tracy Pennington-Branen, Ph.D., NCSP, Mental Health Co-Chair 

Sherri Bentley, M.S., Mental Health Co-Chair 

Welcome back to another school year!  As co-chairs of the WSASP Mental Health committee, we want to 
share what we are up to in your state association.  The Mental Health committee wants to act as a resource 
for school psychologists. We know the term ‘mental health’ can bring up some strong reactions and possi-
bly even resistance, but we would like to help school psychologists in our state frame this issue somewhat 
differently.  While ‘mental health’ certainly does include psychosocial problems and disorders, it also in-
cludes prosocial behaviors and strengths. It is the emphasis on strengths and wellbeing that we want to 
highlight in order to assist all students. Specifically, in our work as educators, when we use the term 
‘mental health,’ we are referring to wellbeing—as opposed to ‘mental  disorder or illness,’ which may re-
quire more skilled intervention than many school providers can provide, due to time and caseload con-
straints, lack of training and experience, and the ethical consideration of operating within your skillset.   

To help differentiate mental health from mental disorder, OSPI offered the following in the 2016 K12 Health 
Learning Standards.  

Mental health: A state of well-being in which one realizes one’s own abilities, can cope with the normal 
stresses of life and self-regulate during stressful times, can work productively and fruitfully, and is able to 
make a contribution to the community. (Adopted in 2016 K12 Health Learning Standards) 

Mental disorder: A medical condition characterized by mental or emotional problems severe or persistent 
enough to interfere with daily functioning. (Adopted in 2016 K12 Health Learning Standards) 

With that being said, we want you all to first understand that you are already doing many things to support 
the mental health and wellbeing of students in your schools.  These things range from helping in the areas 
of school climate, PBIS, Tier 1 supports, and consulting with staff and parents. While you may not realize it, 
these things fall under ‘mental health.’  You may also support students at the Tier 2 level, either academi-
cally, or in social/emotional/behavioral skills. In addition, supporting teachers, staff, parents, and families is 
also supporting the mental health and wellbeing of our students.  So, when we talk about being ‘school 
based mental health providers,’ this is what we’re talking about. Some of us also provide supports for those 
really challenging Tier 3 students, as well as working in collaboration with outside providers to support stu-
dents at school. 

The Mental Health committee will be working on creating a resources page on our website—hopefully, over 
time, we will gather a wide variety of supports for school psychologists at all tiers in as many areas as possi-
ble.  WSASP is doing a survey this fall, and some questions are on it regarding mental health supports. 
Please participate so we will know what help you might need and how we might best support you in the 
field.   
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Four Dyslexia Screening Myths That Cause More Harm Than Good in Preventing  
Reading Failure and What You Can Do Instead 

Amanda M. VanDerHeyden,PhD,  
Matthew K. Burns, PhD. 

NASP Communique: Volume 45 Issue 7 

Thirty-nine states have recently passed legislation that focuses on identifying and remediating dyslexia 
(Eide, 2016). Most of the recent legislation requires schools to screen for dyslexia, which has resulted in 
new screeners being developed and purchased all across the country. At a time when schools are adminis-
tering more screening to detect risk for reading failure than at any time in the history of education, it is inter-
esting that legislative mandates are prescribing more reading screening in the name of better identification 
and treatment of dyslexia. 

Given that most schools already conduct reading screening multiple times per year, often using multiple 
measures, it makes sense to revisit why all this screening may not be giving schools the desired return on 
investment that they are after. The purpose of this article is to equip school psychologists with an under-
standing of four common screening myths that cause more harm in screening than good, and to share spe-
cific tactics for smarter screening. 

Myth 1: More Screening Can Only Improve Correct Identification of Students With Dyslexia 
 
Most people are familiar with screening accuracy and likely participate in annual medical screening on the 
advice of their physicians. Two metrics are commonly used to quantify a screener's accuracy: sensitivity 
(test correctly identifies those who truly have a condition) and specificity (test correctly identifies those who 
truly do not have a condition). Identifying a student as having dyslexia when the student does not is a false 
positive error, and missing someone who truly has dyslexia is a false negative error. In education, it is not 
uncommon for error rates to range from 50%–60%, meaning if a school assesses 100 children for whom 20 
are “true positives” (i.e., truly have dyslexia), then most of the 20 (approximately 16–18) will be identified, 
but 50 to 60 students will be identified as false positive errors in the process. Just think of what that means 
for a moment. To find the “real” 2 in 10 children with dyslexia, we will misidentify 4 children who do not have 
dyslexia and we will still miss 1 to 2 of every 10 true positives. 

There is almost an insatiable appetite for screening in schools, and many school leaders believe that more 
screening can only return positive benefits for students. After all, what harm can it do? The answer is that 
screening when the probability of a condition actually being present is very, very low can do a great deal of 
harm. If we give pregnancy tests to all humans, then we will end up receiving positive pregnancy test results 
in males. Not only will that decision to screen result in unnecessary expenditures of resources for having 
screened someone who could not ever have been pregnant; but because of false-positive error rates inher-
ent to the test, there will also be some measurable percentage of incorrect or bad information (i.e., positive 
pregnancy results in males). 
 

Myth 2: Failing to Learn to Read Means the Child Most Likely Has Dyslexia 

When a child struggles to learn to read, that is often the first sign that the child may have dyslexia. However, 
the hallmark of dyslexia is not poor reading performance; rather, it is poor reading performance in the face 
of effective reading instruction. Most children who struggle to learn to read do not have dyslexia, which cre-
ates a terrible diagnostic conundrum. We suggest that poor reading performance should signal the need for 
screening. Screening then must combine controlled doses of instruction to rule out lack of instruction as a 
cause for poor reading performance.  
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Myth 3: Screening Accuracy for a Published Tool Will Be Similar Across Schools 

Screening measures are inherently unstable across settings, no matter what the publishers say. All screening 
tools are systematically affected by the prevalence context in which they are used. What do we mean by prev-
alence context? If you visit your physician with upper respiratory illness symptoms, you have had a known ex-
posure to flu, and flu is prevalent enough in your community, your physician will most likely tell you that there 
is no need to test you for the flu because you most likely have the flu no matter what the test says. In other 
words, the probability of your having the flu exceeds the probability that you do not have the flu given a nega-
tive flu test result. In education, there are schools and there are groups of children, among whom the risk of 
academic failure is so high, that even when children pass the screening test, they will have an intolerably high 
risk of academic failure. In other words, these children are likely to fail no matter what the test says. The re-
verse is also true. There are schools and groups of children among whom risk is so low, that a failed screen-
ing test may be more likely false than true. These are not novel concepts to psychological screening (Meehl & 
Rosen, 1955); yet, in education, clinical application of screening ignores prevalence in determining actual risk 
for students, which causes incorrect decisions (VanDerHeyden, 2013). 
 
Myth 4: Screening Improves Reading Performance 

Readers may be surprised to learn that there is not a direct positive relationship between screening assess-
ments and improved reading outcomes. In medicine, mammograms are encouraged because women who 
have them at certain ages are less likely to die of breast cancer than similar-age women who do not have 
mammograms (Pace & Keating, 2014). This level of evidence for screening is a step beyond the basic deci-
sion accuracies of sensitivity and specificity that we report in education. Effective screening should predict fu-
ture academic outcomes (Jenkins, Hudson, & Johnson, 2007) that are aligned with the school's curriculum 
and instruction (Ikeda, Neeson, & Witt, 2008). Most dyslexia screeners do not provide instructionally relevant 
data, which results in an expenditure of considerable resources with little opportunity to improve student out-
comes. Screening alone does not improve outcomes. The screening must lead to effective remediation or the 
screening is not useful. Returning to the flu test for a moment, in deciding to give a flu test to a patient, the 
physician will also consider, “What difference does it make in my treatment?” For example, if the window with-
in which a medication might be administered to reduce the duration of flu has passed, then giving the flu test 
has no treatment utility. The concept of treatment utility arose in psychology (Hayes, Nelson, & Jarrett, 1987). 
School psychologists must give voice to the idea of treatment utility in assessment, asking, “How will this infor-
mation benefit this child if we collect it?” 

The screening scale solution. Because 39 states now require schools to screen for dyslexia, there have 
been a number of newly developed screeners. The Shaywitz (2016) Dyslexia Screen is being used with in-
creasing frequency and provides one example of the potential for errors in screening. The author is a leader in 
the field of dyslexia or reading disabilities, and using a screening like the Shaywitz Dyslexia Screen may feel 
like a tidy solution to a legislative mandate for dyslexia screening. However, such a solution is not tidy. 

The estimates of sensitivity and specificity reported by the publisher for the Shaywtiz scale were .73 and .71 
respectively for kindergarten students, and .70 and .88 respectively for first grade (see http://
www.pearsonclinical.com/education/products/100001918/shaywit-dyslexiascreen.html#tab-faq), which would 
be considered somewhat low according to screening standards in education (National Response to Interven-
tion Center, n.d.). Moreover, if we assume that the percentage of students with dyslexia ranges from 5% 
(Cortiella & Horowitz, 2014) to 17% (Shaywitz, 1998), the probability of a correct decision is very low. The da-
ta in Table 1 suggest that if 100 students at each grade are identified as at-risk for dyslexia, we will likely misi-
dentify (false positive) between 66 and 88 of kindergarteners and 46 and 77 of the first-graders, and will miss 
(false negative) 2 to 7 children who were actually dyslexic at each grade. Available, published measures that 
are already in use perform very comparably in terms of decision accuracy (National Response to Intervention 
Center, n.d).                                                                                                                  (Continued on next page) 

http://www.pearsonclinical.com/education/products/100001918/shaywit-dyslexiascreen.html#tab-faq
http://www.pearsonclinical.com/education/products/100001918/shaywit-dyslexiascreen.html#tab-faq
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The second problem with adopting a single-point-in-time measure of risk like the Shaywitz rating scale 
screener is that it does not inform or prompt a change in instruction that can better meet the needs of at-risk 
students. Some may argue that direct measures of reading proficiency for grade-level skills like Star Early 
Reading (Renaissance Learning, 2003), Measures of Academic Progress (Northwest Evaluation Associa-
tion, 2009), or curriculum-based measures provide information to teachers about whether or not instruction 
is meeting the needs of students and in what specific skill areas teachers may need to provide reteaching. 
Yet, the extent to which teachers use the data to deliver more effective instruction is highly unstable, with 
some research studies reporting formative adjustments and associated achievement gains (Fuchs, Fuchs, 
Hamlett, & Stecker, 1991) and some studies reporting no formative adjustments and no associated achieve-
ment gains (Cordray, Pion, Brandt, Molefe, & Toby, 2012). 

Selecting the “right” screener is not really the issue; using the screening effectively is. All of the focus on se-
lecting a new screener for dyslexia is a red herring that distracts us from the real work of making sure every 
child has stable access to effective early reading instruction and more intensive instruction when they are 
struggling to learn to read. 

Effective Screening Practices 

So, what can be done to harness the power of academic screening and enhance the quality of life for the 
children that we serve, especially with regard to giving all children access to the best prevention and inter-
vention efforts to assure reading proficiency with all the economic and social benefit that reading proficiency 
entails? Below we outline four recommendations for school personnel to consider to improve screening 
practices in their schools. 

Be more selective about who is screened. One of the ways to improve screening accuracy is to screen 
only those students who cannot be ruled out based on other information. Use what is known about the risk 
of students to filter students into the “screening” and “no screening” groups. Somehow, decision makers 
must begin to understand the real harm that arises from screening children who have no signs of having 
dyslexia or a learning disability in reading. Giving a child a screening that the child does not need either con-
firms what we already knew (i.e., child is not at risk) or gives us bad information (i.e., as in the case of a 
false-positive error). Children who have shown no risk for reading failure should not be screened. Children 
who carry external risk factors (e.g., recently moving into a district, receiving special education services un-
der any label, failing the preceding year's year-end test) should be screened. Furthermore, if a child's risk of 
reading failure remains high (even if they pass the screening), the child should be provided with interven-
tion. 
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School personnel could also use existing data (e.g., year-end tests from the preceding spring) to sort chil-
dren into more intensive instructional groups for the subsequent fall before conducting screening. This ap-
proach makes use of assessment data that are already in hand, removes the delay to start intervention in 
the fall, and performs as well as most actual direct screenings at forecasting academic risk. Any system can 
easily check the associated sensitivity and specificity of the previous year's spring screening in predicting 
failure on the year-end state test the next year. If sensitivity exceeds the conventional standard of .80 with-
out too high of a false-positive error rate, it might work as a fall screening for the school (Gersten et al., 
2009). 

Implement class-wide interventions to decrease systemic risk (and improve screening accura-
cy). School personnel should not ignore systemic risk. When large numbers of students are at risk for read-
ing failure, giving a reading screening is like giving flu tests during an epidemic. No screening measure can 
function accurately in the case of widespread risk. When many children are at risk, systemic intervention is 
necessary to improve the accuracy of applied screening tools. When risk is high, treat first and measure lat-
er. Research has consistently demonstrated the benefit of class-wide interventions on student learning for 
reading (Mathes, Howard, Allen, & Fuchs, 1998). 

Include instructional trials in screening process. It would do more harm than good to simply prescribe a 
single-point-in-time universal screening to identify students who may have dyslexia. It is common for single-
point-in-time universal screeners to return false positive error rates of 50% or more. Including additional 
screening measures with highly correlated scores, administered multiple times during the year, does not im-
prove the accuracy of these screening measures. The use of serial assessments interspersed with well-
controlled doses of instruction in between are the ingredients that improve accuracy. When this process is 
used, identification accuracy is enhanced and the tool becomes useful for identifying dyslexia. 

School personnel should also do something about the quality and intensity of remediation for the small per-
centage of students who are not responsive to the most intensive instructional tactics we can deliver in 
schools. A mandate for more identification or screening should be accompanied by the opportunity for more 
effective prevention and remediation. Coupling assessment with intervention effect is necessary to meet 
contemporary standards of assessment validity and cultural and social justice (American Educational Re-
search Association, American Psychological Association, & National Council for Measurement in Education, 
2014). 

Use filtered screening for students who struggle to learn to read. Filtered screening means that a 
screening is administered and only children who remain in the risk range participate in more intensive in-
struction and the next screening to determine continued risk. Instructional trials are necessary to provide the 
specificity needed to rule-in students as having an instruction-resistant reading trajectory, or one that merits 
consideration of eligibility or diagnosis. Contemporary evidence in screening and reading failure prevention 
offers a converging picture that the best signal that a child may have a reading disability is the failure to 
learn to read in the presence of effective reading instruction. It is not possible to correctly measure the risk 
that signals a reading disability without measuring instruction.  

Use assessment data to drive instruction. If we screen smarter, we free up assessment time and oppor-
tunity for more meaningful assessment (i.e., assessment that makes a difference and not just a prediction; 
Reynolds, 1975). Skill-specific assessment that is integrated with instruction and probes a child's mastery of 
taught skills (and if needed, prerequisite skills), retention of learned skills, and application of learned skills to 
new content and understandings can be used to differentiate interventions for individual students (e.g., 
Burns et al., 2016), but we lose this possibility with most dyslexia screeners because they do not provide 
that information. We need to screen with reading, but then train teachers how to use those data to drive in-
struction, and we have done so in states all over the country (Burns et al., 2016).  
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Instead 

Conclusion 

Despite historic investments in preventing reading failure, large numbers of children fail to learn to read pro-
ficiently by third grade. Illiteracy is a cancerous condition for children, growing into other areas of academic 
and social development and greatly affecting the quality of life that a child would otherwise experience. 
Luckily, we know a great deal about how to deliver effective reading intervention to prevent illiteracy. Gener-
ally, the barrier to preventing reading failure is not associated with lack of screening; rather, the barrier to 
preventing reading failure is the consistency with which we provide effective, often intensive intervention to 
correct and close early learning gaps. Access to effective intervention is largely controlled by the efficacy of 
the teaching and leadership practices in the school that the child happens to attend. These risk factors are 
quantifiable and are not random. For example, schools that have a higher proportion of students receiving 
free or reduced lunch often have lower proficiency scores in reading. Children who have been made eligible 
for special education in any disability category often have much lower proficiency scores and trajectories in 
reading compared to same-school noneligible students. 

Early identification and intervention for dyslexia is an important first step, but well-intended screening ac-
tions may result in unintended negative consequences. Screening children with dyslexia screeners will likely 
result in inaccurate decisions in which children will still be missed, with a large number of false positive er-
rors. Instead, schools should implement reading screeners with instructionally relevant data in combination 
with class-wide and individual interventions as part of the screening process. Avoiding overscreening and 
screening error is not about cost-savings at the expense of child benefit. Avoiding overscreening and 
screening error is about increasing benefit to students. We have heard it said, “Weighing a cow doesn't 
make it fatter.” Assessment is a critical driver of student achievement, but there is a point of diminishing re-
turns, and we have reached that point in preventing reading failure. Adding yet more reading screeners is 
not going to improve reading outcomes for vulnerable children. 

The dyslexia grass-roots movement presents a timely opportunity for our schools and the children that we 
serve, but it is an opportunity that cannot be squandered by selecting the option that is easy but wrong for 
children. Identifying and remediating dyslexia is yet another example in which the best option is the one that 
requires the most work, but we owe it to the children for whom reading is a labor instead of a joy. 

 

Amanda M. VanDerHeyden, PhD, is a researcher and consultant in Fairhope, Alabama. She is the founder 
of SpringMath.  

Matthew K. Burns, PhD, is the associate dean for research and professor of educational, school, and coun-
seling psychology at the University of Missouri  
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In recent years, interest has increased in the specific reading disability known as dyslexia. Frith (1999) observed: “From 
being a rather dubious term, dyslexia has blossomed into a glamorous topic” (p. 192). At this point in time, 39 states 
have some type of legislation that addresses the identification and provision of appropriate services for students with 
dyslexia (Eide, 2016). Furthermore, on October 23, 2015, the Office of Special Education and Rehabilitative Services 
(OSERS) issued a policy statement that encouraged state and local education agencies to use the term dyslexia when it 
is appropriate to address a child's needs. OSERS clarified that the term dyslexia may be used in both evaluations and 
eligibility documents. 

School psychologists are often involved in evaluating students who have been referred for reading problems or are sus-
pected of having dyslexia. To accomplish this task, it is important to have a thorough understanding of dyslexia, and 
know what factors to consider. Therefore, the purposes of this article are to describe: (a) the primary and secondary 
characteristics of dyslexia, (b) the most common cognitive and linguistic correlates, and (c) the concept of unexpected-
ness (the ability to learn when reading is not required). Information for this article was partially derived from several 
related sources (Mather, Stephens, & Proctor, 2016; Mather & Wendling, 2012; Proctor, Mather, & Stephens, 2015; 
Proctor, Stephens, Mather, & Jaffe, 2016; Texas Education Agency, 2014). 
 

What Is Dyslexia? 

The word dyslexia is derived from the Greek words “dys,” meaning “impaired”, and “lexia,” meaning “word.” Dyslexia 
is a cognitive disorder of neurological origin that is manifested in deficiencies in decoding (the ability to read single 
words) and encoding (the ability to spell words in print; Mather & Wendling, 2012; Vellutino & Fletcher, 2007). These 
difficulties lead readers to overrely on context and guess at words, resulting in slow reading and difficulties with accu-
racy and prosody, all of which can affect comprehension. Nearly all states identify dyslexia as a type of learning disa-
bility that warrants services through special education. 

Parents and educators are often puzzled over the use of the terms specific learning disability versus dyslexia even 
though dyslexia is one of the specific types of disorders included in the category of Specific Learning Disability (SLD) 
within the Individuals with Disabilities Education Improvement Act (IDEA, 2004). Part of the confusion stems from the 
fact that a variety of terms are used interchangeably to describe dyslexia. In some states, it is referred to as a “specific 
reading disability” or a “specific learning disability in basic reading skills or rate.” The Diagnostic and Statistical Man-
ual of Mental Disorders, Fifth Edition (DSM-5), describes dyslexia as an alternative term for “Specific Learning Disor-
der 315.00 (F81.0) with Impairment in Reading.” Dyslexia is further described as “a pattern of learning difficulties 
characterized by problems with accurate or fluent word recognition, poor decoding, and poor spelling abilities.” The 
DSM-5 also notes, “If dyslexia is used to specify this particular pattern of difficulties, it is important also to specify any 
additional difficulties that are present, such as difficulties with reading comprehension or math reasoning” (American 
Psychiatric Association, 2013, pp. 36–37). 

As with all disorders, the definition and defining characteristics guide the process of identification. The following is the 
most commonly used definition in the United States developed by the International Dyslexia Association (IDA) and 
also used by the National Institutes of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD, 2002): 

Dyslexia is a specific learning disability that is neurological in origin. It is characterized by difficulties with accurate 
and/or fluent word recognition and by poor spelling and decoding abilities. These difficulties typically result from a 
deficit in the phonological component of language that is often unexpected in relation to other cognitive abilities and the 
provision of effective classroom instruction. Secondary consequences may include problems in reading comprehension 
and reduced reading experience that can impede growth of vocabulary and background knowledge. 
(Adopted by the IDA Board, November 2002) 
                                                                                                                                                              (Continued on next page) 
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Most definitions of dyslexia identify it as a “neurobiological” disorder, meaning that the difficulty in learning to read 
and spell is caused by differences in brain function. The IDA definition also describes dyslexia as a problem in pro-
cessing language at the phonological level (i.e., the level of individual sounds). Other, international definitions of dys-
lexia recognize other cognitive factors as contributing to dyslexia. For example, the British Dyslexia Association 
(2007) uses this definition: 

Dyslexia is a specific learning difficulty which mainly affects the development of literacy and language related skills. 
It is likely to be present at birth and to be lifelong in its effects. It is characterized by difficulties with phonological pro-
cessing, rapid naming, working memory, processing speed, and the automatic development of skills that may not 
match up to an individual's other cognitive abilities. 
 
Complicating Factors in Determining Dyslexia 
 
The diagnosis of dyslexia is complicated in certain situations, such as when a student has dyslexia and an oral language 
impairment or another comorbid disability. In these cases, a student may score low on both reading and oral language 
measures. Often measures of nonverbal reasoning can help an evaluator determine if the low reading scores are primar-
ily due to dyslexia or more general cognitive impairments. High comorbidity also exists between dyslexia and ADHD 
(Pennington, 2009). It is often difficult, particularly with younger children, to determine if the reading problem stems 
from dyslexia or limited attention or a combination of the two disorders. 

The diagnosis can also be complex when English is not the student's first language. Dyslexia occurs across all lan-
guages; however, it affects students differently depending on the characteristics of their language (Mather & Wendling, 
2012). The nature of the writing system of a language, its orthography, impacts the reading process. Thus, the most 
salient characteristics of dyslexia may differ with the language. For example, shallow or transparent written languages, 
such as Finnish, Spanish, or German, have more predictable sound (phoneme)/letter (grapheme) correspondences; con-
sequently, mastery of phoneme–grapheme correspondences is more easily developed in these languages. Thus, in more 
transparent languages, a slow reading rate is more characteristic of dyslexia than is poor phonological processing 
(Alvarado & Bilingual Special Education Network of Texas, 2011; Mather & Wendling, 2012; Texas Education Agen-
cy, 2014). 
 
Another complication is the identification of gifted students with dyslexia. These students, who are often referred to as 
twice-exceptional learners, are often not diagnosed appropriately because they may excel in some subject areas, includ-
ing reading comprehension. Strengths in oral language, knowledge, and reasoning enable them to compensate for weak 
decoding and encoding (spelling) skills. They may skip or misread many words when reading but still understand the 
gist of the material. Their difficulties in decoding may be attributed to carelessness, inattention, or limited motivation; 
therefore, their dyslexia is often not identified (Uhry & Clark, 2005). When evaluating gifted students for dyslexia, one 
needs to consider carefully the extent to which discrepancies between the student's strengths and weaknesses cause 
frustration and interfere with the full development of the student's abilities (Silverman, 2009, 2013). Rather than rely-
ing on below average scores on standardized tests, school psychologists can document relative weaknesses that are un-
expected in comparison to the student's strengths (Silverman, 2013). Thus, a gifted student with dyslexia may obtain 
scores in basic reading skills in the average range and still experience a significant impairment. This is even more like-
ly if the student has received systematic, explicit reading interventions in the past. Furthermore, a student with dyslex-
ia, gifted or not, who has had effective intervention, may have average scores in reading, but still demonstrate a signifi-
cant weakness in spelling. 
 
A further complicating factor is that there is no one test that adequately assesses for dyslexia. School psychologists are 
often confronted with the challenge of assembling an appropriate set of tests from several different instruments that 
will contribute to a comprehensive evaluation. In addition to norm-referenced scores, an evaluation should also include 
other types of information, such as the type of reading instruction the student has received, informal work samples, and 
criterion-referenced assessments. Knowledge of the type of reading instruction helps a school psychologist judge the 
skills the student has been taught or should have mastered. Criterion-referenced assessments provide functional infor-
mation by measuring a student's performance against a set of predetermined criteria or standards of achievement. They 
indicate whether a student has learned a specific body of knowledge or has acquired a specific skill set. 
 
(Continued on next page) 
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Primary Characteristics of Dyslexia 
 
The primary characteristics that are typical of dyslexia are weaknesses in letter–sound associations (when beginning to 
read), basic reading skills (sight word identification and phonics), reading fluency (rate and accuracy), and spelling. 
The assessment team should assess each of these skills and describe the results in the evaluation report. 

Letter–sound associations. In order to learn to read, beginning readers must understand the alphabetic principle, the 
concept that graphemes (printed letters) represent the phonemes (sounds) of our language—that print is “talk written 
down.” They must know the letter names as well as their associated sounds, which provide the foundation for the de-
velopment of word identification and spelling skills. Weaknesses in letter–sound associations impede development in 
basic reading and spelling skills. Letter–sound associations are often assessed informally by asking the student to iden-
tify the names and sounds of randomly ordered letters of the alphabet, as well as letter combinations such as digraphs, 
that represent only one sound (e.g., th, ea). 

Basic reading skills. Basic reading skills include measures of sight-word reading and phonics. Sight-word reading in-
volves recognizing real words instantly, without an analysis of the sounds or parts. Phonics involves using one's 
knowledge of letter–sound associations to pronounce unfamiliar words. This ability to apply phoneme–grapheme rela-
tionships to reading is typically measured by reading and spelling nonsense words (sometimes called nonwords or 
pseudowords) that conform to English spelling patterns. An evaluator often begins an evaluation for dyslexia with non-
sense word reading so as to determine the student's ability to apply knowledge of phonics to unfamiliar words. 

Reading fluency. Reading fluency is often described as the bridge between basic reading skills and reading compre-
hension (Shaywitz, 2003). The ability to read fluently requires reading words accurately and easily, with adequate rate 
and expression (prosody; National Reading Panel, 2000). Any evaluation of dyslexia should include two or more 
measures of reading fluency. 

Spelling. Spelling involves many of the same skills as reading, such as using phoneme–grapheme associations and 
common orthographic spelling patterns; however, spelling is much more difficult since it requires the writer to repro-
duce the entire word rather than just recognize it. A beginning speller must mentally segment the sounds in the word, 
retrieve the appropriate grapheme used to represent each sound, and then produce the word (Mather & Wendling, 
2012). A student with more advanced spelling skills retrieves a mental image of the entire word without having to ana-
lyze the sounds. 
 
It is important to analyze a student's ability to spell words in a list, as well as the ability to spell words in context. Some 
students are able to memorize words for spelling tests, but then forget how to spell these same words when using them 
in written passages, or cannot attend sufficiently to the spelling of a word while simultaneously trying to express his or 
her ideas in writing. 

Secondary Characteristics of Dyslexia 

A dyslexia evaluation may also include an evaluation of reading comprehension and written expression, because dys-
lexia typically affects the development of these abilities. An evaluation report should specify whether or not a student's 
weaknesses in basic reading and spelling skills are factors contributing to his or her present difficulties in reading com-
prehension and written expression. 

Reading comprehension. Difficulties with basic reading skills and/or reading fluency are likely to adversely impact 
reading comprehension. If the student can't “get the words off the page,” he or she will not be able to understand the 
meaning of the passage. However, because many students with dyslexia have average or advanced oral language abili-
ties, their performance often improves with increased context and meaning. Thus, a common pattern for these students 
on reading comprehension tests is higher scores on longer passages, lower scores on sentence-length measures, and the 
lowest scores on measures of single words. These scores may fall within the average or above average ranges depend-
ing on prior interventions and the student's cognitive and linguistic abilities. 
 
(Continued on next page) 
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Written expression. Although difficulty in written expression is not a primary characteristic of dyslexia, poor spelling 
may negatively affect the composition and transcription of text regarding accuracy, fluency, and clarity (Moats & Da-
kin, 2008). Some students limit their writing to words that they know, or think they know, how to spell. Others are una-
ble to retain the ideas they want to express while simultaneously trying to sound out or retrieve the orthographic imag-
es of the words they want to use. 

Cognitive and Linguistic Correlates of Dyslexia 

The reading and spelling difficulties of students with dyslexia typically stem from underlying cognitive and linguistic 
weaknesses. Contributing factors may include: phonological awareness, orthographic awareness, memory, rapid au-
tomatized naming, and processing speed (Berninger & Wolf, 2009; Mather & Wendling, 2012). An evaluation for dys-
lexia should explore these possible cognitive correlates. The evaluator should state whether or not the weaknesses in 
basic reading and spelling skills appear to be related to specific cognitive weaknesses and, if so, explain the cognitive 
weaknesses involved and how they appear to affect these skills. 

Phonological awareness. Learning to read and spell depends on the ability to perceive and manipulate the individual 
sounds within words. Weaknesses in phonological awareness contribute to weaknesses in basic reading and spelling 
skills. A critical first step in phonological awareness for beginning readers is becoming aware that speech can be divid-
ed, or segmented, into a series of discrete sounds. Another critical phonological awareness skill is the ability to blend 
discrete sounds to form a whole word, and to segment the sounds to spell a word. The best way to assess more ad-
vanced phonological awareness skills is through manipulation tasks that require a student to add, delete, or change 
sounds in words to make new words (Kilpatrick, 2015). 

Two notes of caution are relevant. If the student exhibits reading and spelling difficulties and currently has average 
phonological awareness, review the student's history for evidence of prior interventions. Previous effective instruction 
in phonological awareness may remediate these skills in isolation but the student may not yet be able to apply them to 
reading and spelling (Texas Education Agency, 2014). Use caution as well when evaluating students who are bilingual. 
These students may have weaknesses in phonological awareness due to a lack of exposure to and instruction in English 
language sounds, rather than having dyslexia. 

Orthographic awareness. Orthography is the system of printed symbols that are used to represent a spoken language. 
Because it is less understood, we discuss this ability in more depth. Orthographic awareness, or orthographic mapping, 
is the ability to accurately form images of individual letters and the spelling patterns of our language in memory. Kil-
patrick (2015) defines orthographic mapping as: “… the process readers use to store written words for immediate, ef-
fortless retrieval. It is the means by which readers turn unfamiliar written words into familiar, instantaneously accessi-
ble sight words” (p. 81). 

Typically, after a reader has sounded out the same word several times, the word is converted into an orthographic im-
age and stored, along with its sound, in memory. As the reader encounters more words, the images and sounds of fre-
quently seen letter combinations (e.g., ing, er, tion) are also stored in memory. When the reader encounters the word or 
one of these letter combinations again, the image stored in memory is activated along with its sound. For example, a 
student may learn the words it and going. These are stored in memory. Later, when encountering the 
word visiting, it and ing are activated and only vis to needs to be decoded to figure out visiting. 
 
A student who has a weakness in orthographic mapping is less likely to perceive and retain the patterns; thus, no im-
age, or only a partial image, is created in memory. Subsequently, when the student sees a word or word part (even if 
seen multiple times before), it does not register as familiar or activate its sounds. Consequently, the student continues 
to depend on sounding words out for recognition, acquires sight words and irregular words more slowly, and reads less 
fluently. 

Orthographic retrieval is the ability to recall those images from memory, as needed for spelling. Once the writer has 
retrieved and written the word, orthographic recognition indicates if the word “looks right.” For exam-
ple, smoke and smoak are both phonically accurate, but only one is spelled correctly. Knowing which one is the correct 
spelling depends on having a stable orthographic image to match it against                                 (Continued on next page) 
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Consequently, orthographic mapping is fundamental to quick and effortless word pronunciation and spelling. A stu-
dent's recognition and retrieval of orthographic patterns may be ascertained by analysis of his or her patterns of re-
sponses on measures of irregular word reading and spelling. Students with a weakness in orthographic mapping are 
more successful in reading and spelling phonically regular words than irregular words and tend to spell irregular words 
the way they sound, rather than the way they look (Mather & Wendling, 2012). 

Memory. Memory is the ability to store and retrieve information. Working memory involves the ability to hold infor-
mation in immediate awareness while manipulating or transforming the information in some way. Associative memory 
is the ability to pair unrelated information to known information or to other new information and retrieve it at a later 
time (Schrank, Decker, & Garruto, 2016). Both working memory and associative memory can affect reading develop-
ment. 

Rapid automatized naming. Rapid automatized naming (RAN) refers to the ability to rapidly retrieve the names of 
familiar objects or symbols. A weakness in RAN can contribute to weaknesses in reading accuracy, reading rate, and 
reading comprehension (Wolf & Bowers, 1999). In kindergarten and first grade, early naming-speed deficits are good 
predictors of students who will struggle with reading fluency later in school (Wolf, 2007). This may be due to the fact 
that both RAN and reading involve multiple perceptual and lexical processes as well as the rapid integration of visual-
verbal information. This smooth integration of visual (orthographic symbols), verbal (phonological labels and sounds), 
and attentional (conscious effort) systems is essential for skilled reading (Neuhaus & Swank, 2002). Weaknesses in 
RAN can help school psychologists differentiate students with dyslexia from other types of learning disabilities 
(O'Malley, Francis, Foorman, Fletcher, & Swank, 2002). 

Processing speed. Processing speed refers to the speed of perception (input), speed of output (e.g., oral or motoric re-
sponse), or speed of integration of perceptual, cognitive, and output processes (Mather & Wendling, 2012). Processing 
speed is a measure of the ability to automatically and fluently perform cognitive tasks (Schrank et al., 2016). Pro-
cessing speed deficits have been noted on both linguistic and nonlinguistic tasks for students with dyslexia (Shanahan 
et al., 2006). Weaknesses in processing speed are directly related to weaknesses in reading accuracy and reading rate. 
 

The Unexpectedness 

One of the hallmarks of dyslexia is that its primary and secondary characteristics as well as weaknesses in the related 
cognitive abilities are “unexpected” in relation to the student's other cognitive and oral language abilities, and academ-
ic achievement—in other words, the ability to learn when reading is not required. This unexpectedness can be deter-
mined by comparing a student's strengths to his or her present levels of reading and spelling development. Areas of 
strength may include general intelligence, reasoning, oral language, mathematics, and/or knowledge. 

The evaluator should consider, however, the scores of the tests that comprise any cognitive composite. If any of these 
tests tap weak abilities that are specifically related to the student's dyslexia, they will lower the composite score and 
thus reduce a difference that might suggest dyslexia. For example, if a test of phonological awareness is incorporated 
into a general intelligence composite and weak phonological awareness is causing the student's dyslexia, the low score 
on this test will also lower the general intelligence score. 

General intelligence. General intelligence represents overall cognitive performance, which is a good predictor of aca-
demic potential (Schrank, McGrew, & Mather, 2014). As a generalization, many students with dyslexia have strengths 
in oral language and reasoning, but weaknesses in one or more of the abilities of phonological awareness, orthographic 
awareness, memory, RAN, and/or processing speed. Typically, the more areas of weakness, the greater difficulty the 
student will have learning to read and spell. 

Reasoning. Reasoning ability is one of the highest order factors of general intelligence. By removing tests that involve 
lower-level, less complex abilities, which are frequently the cause of a reading disability, measures of reasoning and 
oral language can provide a better estimate of academic potential (Schrank et al., 2014). 
 
(Continued on next page) 
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Oral language. Oral language includes verbal comprehension, listening ability, and lexical knowledge (vocabulary 
knowledge). In students with dyslexia, these oral language abilities are often more advanced than their reading and 
spelling skills. However, caution is in order as it is possible for a student to have both a primary oral language impair-
ment and dyslexia. 

Mathematics. Mathematics indicates math achievement (quantitative knowledge), including both computational and 
problem-solving skills. Students with dyslexia often have higher math scores than reading scores, as long as reading is 
not involved. As with oral language, a student may have both dyscalculia and dyslexia. 

Knowledge. Knowledge refers to stored language-based academic knowledge, as well as general world knowledge. In 
assessing knowledge, consider that as a student grows older, limited reading affects the development of vocabulary and 
the acquisition of knowledge that one normally gains from reading. This situation has been described as the “Matthew 
effect” (Stanovich, 1986) after the Gospel According to Matthew in that the rich (good readers) get richer (gain more 
vocabulary and knowledge) and the poor (poor readers) get poorer (fall increasingly behind). 

In the report, the Summary and Conclusions section should indicate if the student's weaknesses in reading and/or 
spelling are unexpected in relation to his or her ability to learn when reading is not required. This can be followed with 
a statement such as: Therefore, the student demonstrates characteristics consistent with a diagnosis of dyslexia. If this 
is not the case, the evaluator can explain that the individual's weaknesses in reading and/or spelling are consistent with 
most of the student's other abilities, followed by a statement such as: Therefore, the student does not demonstrate char-
acteristics consistent with a diagnosis of dyslexia. 

Other factors that may affect determination include that the student has not had consistent effective classroom instruc-
tion, or that he or she has not had the sociocultural opportunities to acquire an adequate education compared to his or 
her same age/grade peers. If these are rule-outs according to state or district guidelines, the student may, in fact, have 
characteristics of dyslexia but may not meet the criteria for the identification of dyslexia. 

Conclusion 

Although formal assessment can provide useful quantitative and qualitative information, the diagnosis of dyslexia in-
volves more than just the interpretation of a student's performance on standardized tests. To make an accurate diagno-
sis, the evaluation team must also consider previous instruction, any previous diagnoses such as early speech–language 
delays, family history (including close relatives with dyslexia), school history, teacher reports, self-reports, social and 
emotional status, and current classroom performance. 

The evaluation team; Student Support Team; §504 committee; or Individual Education Plan (IEP)/Admission, Review, 
or Dismissal (ARD) committee must have an understanding of the symptoms and characteristics of dyslexia, especially 
because a student may have dyslexia, yet not need special education. Instead, due to the success of prior interventions, 
he or she may need an accommodation plan, rather than an IEP, or a parent may use the services of a private facility or 
tutor rather than those of the public school. A well-informed multidisciplinary school team will consider and discuss 
these types of situations. The key focus of the evaluation, regardless of a student's eligibility for services, should be 
recommendations designed to increase the student's reading and spelling skills and the application of those skills to 
comprehension of text and written expression. Fortunately, most school psychology training programs today require a 
course on linking academic assessments to evidence-based interventions (Joseph, Wargelin, & Ayoub, 2016). With 
accurate information, school psychologists can then help identify students with dyslexia and make recommendations 
that are effective in helping these students become competent readers and writers. 
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Interested in Advertising in the SCOPE? 

  

~Approximately 600 school psychologists & other educators currently subscribe to the SCOPE~  

1) The services or products offered (advertised) shall provide potential direct and/or indirect benefit for school 

psychologists; children; and/or families. Benefits are not to be limited to the field of education.  

2) The advertisements must be in good taste, meaning suitable for viewing by children and otherwise non-

offensive i.e. non-sexist, nonracist, etc.  

3) The company purchasing the advertisement space must be an established company in business for over five 

years and with known products. If the company's status does not meet this criteria, WSASP may require a cata-

log of products or services offered; a sample of products offered to preview; and/or references of prior service 

recipients. If the product/services are judged to be of likely benefit, the account will be accepted.  

4) Product and service accounts are to be encouraged. Paid political advertisements and paid public policy state-

ments will not be accepted unless approved by the executive board.  

5) The Scope Editor will use the above guidelines to accept or decline advertising accounts.  

6) The Scope Editor will refer questionable accounts to the WSASP executive board when the guidelines above 

aren't sufficient to make judgment.   

7) The WSASP executive board reserves the right to reject any accounts deemed below our standards of profes-

sionalism or of possible detriment to our Scope readers or association. The WSASP Board has approved these 

guidelines for organizations or individuals interested in advertising in our newsletter. 

* For rates and conditions please email: SCOPE@wsasp.org 
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